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Download Hard Data Management System Software 3.2.0 Crack And Serial Key DownloadQ: CLI for node.js I am currently learning node.js and I wanted to know if there was any CLI tools for node.js that can be used for several reasons, such as startup script, automatically

configuring a development environment etc. I know this sounds a little weird, but I wanted to make certain apps start automatically without any interaction. Like so: ./myapp -start And the app would spin up. But I want to know if anyone has experience with this. A: I'm not aware
of any built in tool but there is a great article written on node-init. Q: Why is my regex not matching? I'm trying to parse a string which consists of multiple lines. Each line starts with a month and the year and looks like that: "Subject"="2004-01-01" In my Perl program I try to

match each of the lines to a regex. But I do not get the expected result. All matches are empty strings: my $x = "Subject"="2004-01-01"; my $re = qr/Subject=/; my @y = split / /, $x; for my $i (0..$#y) { print $y[$i] if ($y[$i] =~ /$re/); print "match: "; print " $y[$i] "; print "search:
"; print " '$re' "; } Output: match: '2004-01-01' search: 'Subject' =2004-01-01 The search pattern ($re) should match "Subject"="2004-01-01" because it consists of 'Subject', the actual text which should match, and '='. What is wrong with my code? A: From perlre When a regular

expression is first evaluated as a string, any backslash used in the regular expression itself is evaluated as a
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